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DesignAgency
DESIGNAGENCY IS ONE OF THE WORLD’S MOST DISTINGUISHED AND AWARDED DESIGN FIRMS, UNITING
INTERIOR DESIGN, ARCHITECTURAL CONCEPTING, STRATEGIC BRANDING, AND VISUAL COMMUNICATION.
DESIGNAGENCY WAS BORN IN 1998 FROM A LOVE OF PEOPLE, BRANDS, AND HOSPITALITY. NOW WITH STUDIOS
IN TORONTO, BARCELONA, LOS ANGELES, AND WASHINGTON, DC, DESIGNAGENCY IS SOUGHT AFTER BY
LEADING BRANDS AND HOSPITALITY GROUPS SEEKING TO REIMAGINE THE HOSPITALITY EXPERIENCE.

■ NeueHouse, Bradbury

D

esignAgency’s international
success is based on its creative
business savvy and its ability
to work with clients to create
meaningful narratives and high-quality
environments that move businesses,
hearts and ideas.

■ NeueHouse, Bradbury

■ NeueHouse, Bradbury
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Completed January 2020
NeueHouse – a company providing
private work and social spaces for
high-performance creative companies,
leaders, and entrepreneurs –
commissioned DesignAgency to craft the
entire second floor within downtown LA’s
iconic Bradbury Building.
Catering to the modern creative
workforce, NeueHouse Bradbury is a
sophisticated and comfortable work
environment with amenities that go beyond
anything seen in a conventional office. “The

■ NeueHouse, Bradbury

design of NeueHouse Bradbury was borne
from the desire to anticipate every need
of the contemporary professional,” said
DesignAgency co-founding partner Anwar
Mekhayech. The 25,000 s.f. ‘house’ includes
common areas with a morning-to-night
café/bar, a communal gallery and atelier
workspace, a wellness room, meeting
rooms, and several plug and play studios for
dedicated businesses.
Constructed by junior draftsman
George Wyman in 1893 from the original
design by architect Sumner Hunt, the
Bradbury Building comprises five stories of
commercial office space in downtown LA.
The building is characterized by a modest
brown brick and terra cotta Romanesque
facade. Inside, ornate birdcage elevators,
decorative ironwork and grand Italian
marble staircases command a soaring
50-ft high, sky-lit atrium. Celebrating
this lofty Victorian icon was a priority

■ NeueHouse, Bradbury

for DesignAgency, which infused the
NeueHouse Bradbury spaces with soft, airy
and graceful flourishes as a counterpoint
to the building’s historic architecture. The
resulting interiors are simple and calming,
offering a uniquely modern and elegant
workspace suited to the contemporary
creative professional.
Characterful original details such as
the 11’ high oak framed windows, the
exposed wood ceiling joists, and original
brick fireplaces integrate naturally with
the modern interiors rendered in pastel
palettes with delicate Versailles parquet
floors, breezy linen drapery, and curvilinear
furniture custom-fabricated by famed
Irish manufacturer Orior. The interiors
also include a permanent collection of
photographs from the filming of Blade
Runner, which was shot in the Bradbury
Building in 1981 by the late great still
photographer Stephen Vaughan. »
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It was a privilege for us to work with such an iconic American building and it gave us a great starting
point. In response to its rich visual history and bold character, we decided to add a new layer that is
modern and fresh, with soft and graceful flourishes. The result is an elegant workspace with an ethereal
vibe that is ideally suited to the creative professional, creating an oasis in downtown LA.
■ Epoch – The Ritz-Carlton, Toronto

FORTE FIXTURES
& MILLWORK

Versatile common areas accommodate a
range of programming needs. For example,
DesignAgency created four multi-purpose
lounge areas positioned around the existing
second-floor mezzanine, overlooking the
atrium, to allow for events such as art
shows or lecture series, as well as casual
and break-out meetings. Comfortable and
refined, the shared and private workspaces
feature more than 20 original fireplaces in
weathered and glazed brick, copper task
lighting, abundant potted plants, and plenty
of natural light.
Said Mekhayech of the location, “It was
a privilege for us to work with such an
iconic American building and it gave us
a great starting point. In response to its
rich visual history and bold character, we
decided to add a new layer that is modern
and fresh, with soft and graceful flourishes.
The result is an elegant workspace with
an ethereal vibe that is ideally suited to the
creative professional, creating an oasis in
downtown LA.”

■ Epoch – The Ritz-Carlton, Toronto

Opened September 2021
The Ritz-Carlton, Toronto’s new Epoch
Bar & Kitchen Terrace offers a secret
garden oasis at the nexus of the dynamic
financial and entertainment districts.
DesignAgency drew on the romance of
travel and the area’s glamorous role as
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host of the annual Toronto International
Film Festival to create the restaurant’s
scenic interiors and lush outdoor
terrace, including an open-air kitchen
and bar that faces Simcoe Park. “Epoch
is a venue for the ages,” says Allen
Chan, co-founding partner of Design
Agency. “The Ritz-Carlton is the gold
standard for luxury and service around
the world, and Epoch brings those
values to an engaging social space
that’s intimate, elegant and relaxed.”
Epoch’s seamless flow between indoors
and out distinguishes it as a unique dining
destination in the city. The landscaped
terrace brings together modern woven patio
seating with sleek fireplaces, translating
this timeless mix for multiple seasons.
Inside, a palette of saturated tones,
organic materials and textured surfaces
pays homage to the location’s natural
topography. Mossy green banquettes and
low-slung lounge chairs arranged in cosy
clusters invite tête-à-tête conversations
around bronze-trimmed tables.
A wrap-around bar takes centre stage,
offering an arresting focal point. Its pale
stone countertops with bullnose edges
echo other curved and arched details
throughout the space. Smoked mirror
panels allow the bar’s TV screens to virtually
disappear when not in use. »
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At Forte Fixtures & Millwork
we engineer ideas, and deliver
creative design solutions,
winning many awards for our
quality and creativity. We are
a one stop shop offering the
ability to provide wood, metal,
and acrylic fixtures from one
umbrella organization. We have
full control from engineering,
project management,
manufacturing, and assembly,
to shipping and installation. This
allows Forte to offer solutions
that not only meet but exceed
our customers’ expectations.
We have been in operation for 18
years and over that time, with our
dedicated and passionate team,
Forte has grown to encompass a
unique set of skills and capabilities.
This has allowed us to build
a highly successful business
where we are pleased to be
relied upon for creating, building,
delivering, and installing great
quality fixtures and millwork.
At Epoch Bar & Kitchen Forte
Fixtures & Millwork engineered,
manufactured, and installed, one
of a kind, quality custom millwork
from the front entrance way into
the entire interior lounge, as well
as the Terrace Bar and Kitchen.
For this project, we were honoured
to be able to work closely with
some of the best teams in the
industry using all materials in
the spectrum. The end result is
a truly unique experience. ■
For more information, visit:
http://fortefixtures.com/
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The design team was inspired to create a modern interpretation of the comfortable
American Tavern. Victor’s highly fluid space now comprises a leather-banqueted dining
area with a chef’s table in a side alcove and an open servery counter beyond, an intimate
bar-lounge, and a coffee-and-breakfast café with a communal harvest table.

■ Ssäm Bar, New York

■ Minami, Toronto

■ Ssäm Bar, New York

■ Victor Restaurant, Toronto

■ Victor Restaurant, Toronto

The result looks deceptively simple
while anticipating the essentials of
contemporary life, such as integrated
USB ports and purse hooks placed
discretely below the countertops. “We
designed every element for an overall
exceptional experience,” says Chan.
For private gatherings, The Green Room
– a name that winks at Toronto’s reputation
as Hollywood North – can be separated
from the main lounge by sliding wood
and fluted glass pocket doors. A billiard
table, bookshelves panelled with moody
dark stone, and a fireplace surrounded by
caramel leather wing chairs have the feel of
a cinema lover’s well-appointed library.
Multimedia artworks highlight
DesignAgency’s diverse, curatorial
approach. DesignAgency brought together
celebrity Toronto photographer Caitlin
Cronenberg and Canadian artist Heidi
Conrod for an exclusive commission that
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■ Victor Restaurant, Toronto

sees Cronenberg’s striking images of
film industry icons playfully layered with
Conrod’s painterly brushstrokes. This
original mix of portrait and paparazzi-style
photography with traditional painting and
landscape techniques adds a palpable
air of excitement to the lounge. “Caitlin’s
personal connection to the film industry
and ongoing work with TIFF give her an
intimate perspective on celebrity that’s
captured in her photographs,” says Chan.
“Connecting Caitlin with Heidi created
an exciting new way to appreciate the
immense talent of these two Canadian
artists in a lively, interactive space.”

■ Victor Restaurant, Toronto

Completed August 2017
To reintroduce the Victor restaurant in
Toronto’s Le Germain Hotel on Mercer
Street, DesignAgency was tasked
with making the space feel like a true
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‘hotel’ restaurant. This meant making it
approachable, universal, and versatile
enough to attract an array of hotel guests,
as well as daytime business visitors,
corporate event-goers, and special
occasion groups.
The design team was inspired to
create a modern interpretation of the
comfortable American Tavern. Victor’s
highly fluid space now comprises a
leather-banqueted dining area with a
chef’s table in a side alcove and an open
servery counter beyond, an intimate
bar-lounge, and a coffee-and-breakfast
café with a communal harvest table.
The restaurant, bar and café are replete
with soft, rich colours, authentic wood and
leather detailing meant to grow mellow
with age, plus a collection of historic
homages. Noticeable among the latter are
the vintage china, crystal, bronze and gilt
chargers displayed on the bar-lounge’s LED-

■ Minami, Toronto

backlit shelves; curated relics of domestic
hospitality such as antique china, bottles,
books and paintings, all artfully showcased
on the shelves behind the chef’s table and
servery; and the marble coffee bar that’s
nestled between classically fluted panels.
Adding to this refined atmosphere are
hairline antique-bronze details, natural stone
countertops, warm wood veneer shelving
and millwork, and frosted amber mirror
inserts in the open shelving, plus playful
patterned concrete tiling on the café floor,
soft Salisbury-green tabletops, and spacedefining serpentine banquettes upholstered
in tufted, peacock-blue waxed leather.

■ Minami, Toronto

Completed November 2020
Minami Toronto, from Aburi Restaurants
Canada, introduces a drinks-focused
venue that features Japanese-inspired
cocktails and an expansive selection

■ Minami, Toronto

of sake, along with sophisticated sushi
plates, bento boxes and bowls.
Entering through the vestibule to the
Lounge Bar, guests encounter a mural on
translucent glass by Japanese artist Hideki
Kimura that was hand-painted and mailed
to Toronto, where it was digitally scanned
and applied onsite in the Bar Lounge and on
the Dining Room’s feature wall.
The Lounge Bar is an intimate space
that plays with sensuous materials, vibrant
colours and dramatic lighting. A customdesigned installation by Toronto art studio
Moss & Lam, incorporating 90 hanging
pieces of diaphanous red- and orangepainted sheer fabric, billows from the
ceiling, adding softness and warmth.
The Dining Room’s royal blue leather
banquettes are lined with an arching backlit
glazed screen that wraps diners in a breathtaking glow. Custom-designed orb lighting
dances over seaweed green benches and

■ Ssäm Bar, New York

chairs. Plants cascade gently from the
service station, and Kimura’s schools of
carp swim to meet Japanese maple leaves
and stylistic cherry blossom branches.

■ Ssäm Bar, New York

Completed April 2021
Momofuku introduces Ssäm Bar to New
York’s revitalized South Street Seaport
offering two distinct yet complementary
experiences – a luxurious dining room
and a casual indoor-outdoor restaurant.
Overlooking the East River, Ssäm Bar’s
engaging interiors by DesignAgency draw
subtle connections to the restaurant’s
prominent waterside setting through
motif, material and palette.
The intimate upper-level dining room
makes the most of Ssäm Bar’s scenic
location with large, black-framed
windows that treat guests to sweeping
views of the harbour. »
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It was an honour to collaborate with Live Nation, MLSE and Drake to realize a versatile
venue that delivers an incredible experience for both the performer and the audience.
Designed by artists for artists and their fans, History introduces a new and dynamic live
entertainment experience that was missing from the city’s vibrant cultural scene.

■ The Drake Hotel, Toronto

■ History, Toronto

■ The Drake Hotel, Toronto

■ History, Toronto

■ The Drake Hotel, Toronto

Liquid blue and green hues play throughout
the space alongside hits of warm bronze,
stone and textured plaster. A ceramic
tile mural wraps the dining room in a
dream-like aquatic fantasy, with custom
tiles developed by DesignAgency in
collaboration with UK-based Glithero.
Mekhayech said: “We have been working
with Momofuku for over 10 years, and I
we take deep satisfaction in this ongoing
collaboration because we understand the
Momofuku brand and at the same time we
continue to take an honest and evolving
exploratory approach to working together.”

■ The Drake Hotel’s
Modern Wing, Toronto

Opened December 2021
The new Modern Wing at Toronto’s Drake
Hotel provides the hotel with a living
room-style lobby, an intimate street-front
bar, meeting and event spaces, 32 new
guest rooms and a rooftop penthouse
suite with a large terrace. DesignAgency
realized the Modern Wing’s interiors in
collaboration with the original Drake
hotel designer John Tong of +tongtong,
the Drake’s in-house design team and
Diamond Schmitt Architects.
DesignAgency brought a newfound
sense of confidence and refinement to the
Drake’s playful and referential style and
grounded the interiors with a rich sense of
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place. The eclectic mid-century modern
furnishings and painted brick fireplace
in the lobby signal classic hospitality
spiked with contemporary panache. The
rooms’ saturated colours, feature artists,
and signature wallpapers – ranging
from traditional Arts and Crafts style to
geometrics – change from floor to floor,
giving each a unique mood.
According to Mekhayech: “Helping
bring the Drake expansion to life
was a very personal project. Many of
the DesignAgency team lives in the
neighbourhood, and our studio is only
steps away from the hotel. We have been a
part of the Drake experience since day one,
so we felt particularly invested in making
sure that it remains a cultural hub for both
Torontonians and visitors.”

■ History Live Music and
Entertainment Venue, Toronto

Completed October 2021
Live Nation Canada is the country’s
leading live entertainment promoter and
producer. For many years, Live Nation has
turned to DesignAgency to help design its
premier venues with the same emphasis
on guest experience that the studio
brings to its luxury hospitality projects.
With History, Live Nation, DesignAgency
and global icon Drake collaborated to
realise a live music and entertainment
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venue that was missing from Toronto’s
cultural scene: an unrivalled, intimate
and versatile space that allows artist and
audience to feel an up close and personal
connection.
Matt Davis, co-founding partner of
DesignAgency said: “It was an honour to
collaborate with Live Nation, MLSE and
Drake to realize a versatile venue that
delivers an incredible experience for
both the performer and the audience.
Designed by artists for artists and
their fans, History introduces a new
and dynamic live entertainment
experience that was missing from
the city’s vibrant cultural scene.” ■

■ History, Toronto
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